
The conservatory collection

Create your dream living space



Discover
your dream conservatory

Welcome to the world of 
luxury conservatories

Enjoy your home - 
enhance your lifestyle 
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One room, so many uses
Conservatories designed around you
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Finishing touches

Deciding the style and performance of glazing you require, adding a 

roof cresting or �nial or opting for our Mood wireless speaker system 

are all ways of personalising your conservatory to meet your needs 

perfectly. The full range of options is featured on pages 20-23 

A selection of colour options for your conservatory is available to 

complement your home. Choose White for a contemporary �nish, 

or Cream, Rosewood, and Golden Oak �nishes for a traditional 

appearance. You can also choose to have a wood grained 

exterior with a clean White interior for the best of both worlds. 

A complete solution

Intelligent design 

Independent accreditation 

Design-engineered
for life-long performance

Registration no. 25110/A/0001/En
The Eurocell Environmental 

Management System
Certi�cate No. 04/4156

The Eurocell Conservatory Roof System

Colour options

White

*Chartwell 
Green

Cream

*Grey

Rosewood

*Irish Oak

Golden Oak

*Black

*Colours on extended lead time

Co-ordinate 
your colours
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Practical and functional

 

The Edwardian
Classic, clean-lines and maximum space 
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The Victorian
 A classical, period extension to your home

Striking and distinctive
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Proud and imposing

 

Gable-ended
 Generate light and space the stately way
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Stylish and cost-effective

.

Lean-to
The simple, affordable way to  improve your home
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More space and flexibility

 

P-shaped
Combine two styles for more space and greater flexibility
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Unique and elegant

 

Lantern
The ultimate aesthetic appeal
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Guttering

A decorative guttering system designed for good looks and 

performance �nishes off your roof perfectly. Available in a wide 

variety of colours and �nishes to match your conservatory.

Rafter top caps

Additionally, highly durable woodgrain and white aluminium top caps provide 

the ideal solution where temperature �uctuations are more pronounced.

Window boards

A wide range of window boards can be chosen for any style of conservatory. 

Optional features
Personalise your dream conservatory with our 

range of accessories and finishing touches

Glass

Polycarbonate

PILKINGTON
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We offer a wide selection polycarbonate to choose from



MOOD integrated 
audio for sleek and 

stylish listening 

MOOD is a fully integrated conservatory speaker 

system that enables you to set the right 

ambience in your conservatory - enjoying your 

favourite sounds without detracting from the 

visual impact of your new conservatory. 

The system is incorporated into your 

conservatory wirelessly, which means 

you can relax and enjoy your music 

without any unsightly clutter. 

Ventilation and cooling

Introducing additional ventilation can increase both enjoyment 

and comfort levels within your conservatory. That’s why we offer 

a selection of both mechanical and electrically operated roof 

vents in a range of sizes. These have been designed to be both 

ef�cient and easy to use while at the same time offering maximum 

levels of ventilation. Ceiling fans may also be considered to help 

circulate the air and complement the look of your conservatory.

Crestings and �nials

Two different styles and designs are available to give a 

distinct individual look. Indicative of the commitment to 

quality behind all of our systems, the Jacobean style 

is available in PVC-U and the Regency in aluminium, 

both designed to last for decades to come.
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Roof vent Ceiling fan

Jacobean Regency






